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D I R E C T O R ' S  N O T E
'The Gordian Knot is often used as a metaphor to describe a complex'The Gordian Knot is often used as a metaphor to describe a complex'The Gordian Knot is often used as a metaphor to describe a complex

or unsolvable problem. As the story goes, Gordius, the father of Kingor unsolvable problem. As the story goes, Gordius, the father of Kingor unsolvable problem. As the story goes, Gordius, the father of King

Midas, tied a knot so complex that it was nearly impossible to even seeMidas, tied a knot so complex that it was nearly impossible to even seeMidas, tied a knot so complex that it was nearly impossible to even see

how it was tied in the first place. An oracle prophesied that the manhow it was tied in the first place. An oracle prophesied that the manhow it was tied in the first place. An oracle prophesied that the man

who could unravel this elaborate knot would be destined to become anwho could unravel this elaborate knot would be destined to become anwho could unravel this elaborate knot would be destined to become an

extraordinary ruler and conquer all of Asia. It was Alexander the Greatextraordinary ruler and conquer all of Asia. It was Alexander the Greatextraordinary ruler and conquer all of Asia. It was Alexander the Great

who came along and was able to break the knot. Some say he used hiswho came along and was able to break the knot. Some say he used hiswho came along and was able to break the knot. Some say he used his

sword, stating that it made no difference how the ropes weresword, stating that it made no difference how the ropes weresword, stating that it made no difference how the ropes were

loosened, and cut straight through the knot. Others say that he usedloosened, and cut straight through the knot. Others say that he usedloosened, and cut straight through the knot. Others say that he used

his wits and unfastened the rope by strategically unraveling the rope.his wits and unfastened the rope by strategically unraveling the rope.his wits and unfastened the rope by strategically unraveling the rope.

However, he did it, Alexander conquered the knot and went on toHowever, he did it, Alexander conquered the knot and went on toHowever, he did it, Alexander conquered the knot and went on to

become one of the most notorious rulers in history.become one of the most notorious rulers in history.become one of the most notorious rulers in history.

As I worked on this production, I found the story of Gidion was in itselfAs I worked on this production, I found the story of Gidion was in itselfAs I worked on this production, I found the story of Gidion was in itself

a Gordian Knot. Some people praise Alexander for cutting straight toa Gordian Knot. Some people praise Alexander for cutting straight toa Gordian Knot. Some people praise Alexander for cutting straight to

the point and using his sword. Others compliment his wits and firmlythe point and using his sword. Others compliment his wits and firmlythe point and using his sword. Others compliment his wits and firmly

believe he worked through the knot, not shying away from a challenge.believe he worked through the knot, not shying away from a challenge.believe he worked through the knot, not shying away from a challenge.

I think the same can be said for Gidion. On one hand, you haveI think the same can be said for Gidion. On one hand, you haveI think the same can be said for Gidion. On one hand, you have

Heather, a woman who is trying simply to do her job and protect herHeather, a woman who is trying simply to do her job and protect herHeather, a woman who is trying simply to do her job and protect her

students. On the other hand, you have Corryn, a mother who stands bystudents. On the other hand, you have Corryn, a mother who stands bystudents. On the other hand, you have Corryn, a mother who stands by

her child and the art he creates. However, in the end, it doesn’t matterher child and the art he creates. However, in the end, it doesn’t matterher child and the art he creates. However, in the end, it doesn’t matter

how the problem is solved. We find in difficult situations, there is nohow the problem is solved. We find in difficult situations, there is nohow the problem is solved. We find in difficult situations, there is no

right or wrong answer. There is only what has been done, and what willright or wrong answer. There is only what has been done, and what willright or wrong answer. There is only what has been done, and what will

be done.be done.be done.



D I R E C T O R ' S  N O T E  C O N ' T

Producing during a pandemic has left me with a similar Gordian KnotProducing during a pandemic has left me with a similar Gordian KnotProducing during a pandemic has left me with a similar Gordian Knot

that Corryn and Heather are faced with during the show. Creating artthat Corryn and Heather are faced with during the show. Creating artthat Corryn and Heather are faced with during the show. Creating art

during a pandemic left the team and I with several dilemmas,during a pandemic left the team and I with several dilemmas,during a pandemic left the team and I with several dilemmas,

constantly trying to piece together a story that held meaning, whileconstantly trying to piece together a story that held meaning, whileconstantly trying to piece together a story that held meaning, while

also working to keep everyone safe. At times, it almost seemed futile toalso working to keep everyone safe. At times, it almost seemed futile toalso working to keep everyone safe. At times, it almost seemed futile to

be putting something together against so many challenges. But that’sbe putting something together against so many challenges. But that’sbe putting something together against so many challenges. But that’s

where the incredible part of all of this lies. The team and I were facedwhere the incredible part of all of this lies. The team and I were facedwhere the incredible part of all of this lies. The team and I were faced

with a Gordian Knot, and we were given the choice to either solve it orwith a Gordian Knot, and we were given the choice to either solve it orwith a Gordian Knot, and we were given the choice to either solve it or

walk away. And, in the end, we have a story. A story that, I believe,walk away. And, in the end, we have a story. A story that, I believe,walk away. And, in the end, we have a story. A story that, I believe,

holds relevance and meaning, not just to open a conversation aboutholds relevance and meaning, not just to open a conversation aboutholds relevance and meaning, not just to open a conversation about

our children and mental illness, but to also comment on what is goingour children and mental illness, but to also comment on what is goingour children and mental illness, but to also comment on what is going

on in our world and how it affects each of us.on in our world and how it affects each of us.on in our world and how it affects each of us.

Gidion’s Knot Gidion’s Knot Gidion’s Knot is about what it means to be alive during difficult timesis about what it means to be alive during difficult timesis about what it means to be alive during difficult times

and how we adapt to these circumstances. We can either face it headand how we adapt to these circumstances. We can either face it headand how we adapt to these circumstances. We can either face it head

on, or we can pretend it isn’t there. But just as these two women do inon, or we can pretend it isn’t there. But just as these two women do inon, or we can pretend it isn’t there. But just as these two women do in

this story, I’d hope that all of us would choose to find a way to solvethis story, I’d hope that all of us would choose to find a way to solvethis story, I’d hope that all of us would choose to find a way to solve

the problems we are faced with and write the rest of the story forthe problems we are faced with and write the rest of the story forthe problems we are faced with and write the rest of the story for

ourselves.ourselves.ourselves.
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D R A M A T U R G Y  N O T E
'An extremely difficult or unsolved problem’ is what we now mean when'An extremely difficult or unsolved problem’ is what we now mean when'An extremely difficult or unsolved problem’ is what we now mean when

someone is facing a Gordian Knot, and it is exactly what thesesomeone is facing a Gordian Knot, and it is exactly what thesesomeone is facing a Gordian Knot, and it is exactly what these

characters are dealing with. A pandemic; the death of a child; twocharacters are dealing with. A pandemic; the death of a child; twocharacters are dealing with. A pandemic; the death of a child; two

opposing women trying to understand each other during a parent-opposing women trying to understand each other during a parent-opposing women trying to understand each other during a parent-

teacher conference; these are their gordian knots. Johnna Adam’s play,teacher conference; these are their gordian knots. Johnna Adam’s play,teacher conference; these are their gordian knots. Johnna Adam’s play,

Gidion’s Knot, places two women in an impossible situation, which feelsGidion’s Knot, places two women in an impossible situation, which feelsGidion’s Knot, places two women in an impossible situation, which feels

heightened when performing it now, during the Covid-19 pandemic.heightened when performing it now, during the Covid-19 pandemic.heightened when performing it now, during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the United States, andSuicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the United States, andSuicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the United States, and

following trends from past pandemics, it is likely that mental stress offollowing trends from past pandemics, it is likely that mental stress offollowing trends from past pandemics, it is likely that mental stress of

Covid-19 will lead to or already has lead to a spike in suicide relatedCovid-19 will lead to or already has lead to a spike in suicide relatedCovid-19 will lead to or already has lead to a spike in suicide related

deaths, as was seen after the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic and the 2003deaths, as was seen after the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic and the 2003deaths, as was seen after the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic and the 2003

SARS outbreak. The directorial team made the decision to bringSARS outbreak. The directorial team made the decision to bringSARS outbreak. The directorial team made the decision to bring

Gidion’s Knot, which was written in 2012, into 2020, and acknowledgeGidion’s Knot, which was written in 2012, into 2020, and acknowledgeGidion’s Knot, which was written in 2012, into 2020, and acknowledge

the pandemic and it’s severe impact on mental health, and the raisedthe pandemic and it’s severe impact on mental health, and the raisedthe pandemic and it’s severe impact on mental health, and the raised

stresses, tensions, and disconnects that it has caused.stresses, tensions, and disconnects that it has caused.stresses, tensions, and disconnects that it has caused.   

The Warehouse Theatre Company spent several months planning waysThe Warehouse Theatre Company spent several months planning waysThe Warehouse Theatre Company spent several months planning ways

to be able to produce theatre safely during this time. We are proud toto be able to produce theatre safely during this time. We are proud toto be able to produce theatre safely during this time. We are proud to

be able to present a production that was not only created with thebe able to present a production that was not only created with thebe able to present a production that was not only created with the

utmost health and safety precautions, but that is also powerful andutmost health and safety precautions, but that is also powerful andutmost health and safety precautions, but that is also powerful and

relevant to the world we live in today.relevant to the world we live in today.relevant to the world we live in today.

If you or someone you know is struggling with thoughts of suicide, youIf you or someone you know is struggling with thoughts of suicide, youIf you or someone you know is struggling with thoughts of suicide, you

can call the 24 hour, national suicide hotline at: (800) 273-8255 or vistcan call the 24 hour, national suicide hotline at: (800) 273-8255 or vistcan call the 24 hour, national suicide hotline at: (800) 273-8255 or vist

suicidepreventionlifeline.org. For resources regarding Covid-19, andsuicidepreventionlifeline.org. For resources regarding Covid-19, andsuicidepreventionlifeline.org. For resources regarding Covid-19, and

pandemic related mental health resources, please visit cdc.gov.pandemic related mental health resources, please visit cdc.gov.pandemic related mental health resources, please visit cdc.gov.   
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